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American Aviation Historical Society

1941 Historic Aircraft Group Museum
Airshow

North American RB-25, 40-2168, holds short for Boeing B-17G “Liberty Belle,” 44-85734, N390TH, on short final at
the 1941 Historic Aircraft Group Museum field in Geneseo, N.Y., south of Rochester. (All photos by Chuck Stewart)

The 1941 Historic Aircraft Group
Museum hosts its annual airshow each
July. While featuring WWII vintage
aircraft, it has expanded to include
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other eras as well. This year’s show
held true to form and living up to its
reputation of being the “Greatest Show
on Turf.” It is not everyday that you
have the opportunity of seeing Boeing
B-17s, North American P-51s and
B-25s operating from a grass strip.
This year, the show featured over

60 aircraft including warbirds,
antiques, and modern lightplanes. The
following photo essay, taken by AAHS
member Chuck Stewart, provides a
taste of not only a wonderful airshow,
but one where the opportunities for
photography are exceptional as well.

Douglas C-47A, 43-30652, N345AB, accelerates down the runway on takeoff.
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1. Curtiss P-40 Warhawk, 44-7368 (marked as a
P-40E, 41-1456), N740RB, dips a wing on takeoff.
2. North American P-51D Mustang, 44-73463, CF-VPM,
in RCAF colors taxis out for takeoff.
3. North American TB-25N Mitchell “Briefing Time,”
44-29939 (marked as 43-27638), NL9456Z, touches
down.
4. This North American RB-25 “Miss Hap,” 40-2168 (later
redesignated 62-2867), NL2825B, belongs to the
American Airpower Museum on Long Island, N.Y. It
was at one time General Hap Arnold’s
personal transport and was the third Mitchell produced.
5. The U.S. Navy/U.S. Marines were represented by this
Vought FG-1D “Marine’s Dream,” BuNo. 92471
(marked as 92433), NX773RD.
6. This Fairchild PT-23 Cornell, 42-49359, N63896, was
one of about two dozen trainer and liaison types at the
event.
7. Boeing B-17G 44-83456, N3703G, painted to represent the B-17F 41-24485 “Memphis Belle” taxis in after
a flight demonstration.
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8. Curtiss P-40M “The Jacky C,” 43-5795, NX1232N.
9. Republic RC-3 Seabee, C-FDOQ.
10.The WWI contingent included this Nieuport 28 replica,
6139, C-FWEL.
11. This Sopwith 1 1/2 Strutter replica, C-FSOP, was
another representative of the WWI era.
12.Boeing B-17G “Memphis Belle” makes a pass down
the runway.
13.A beautifully restored Waco UPF-7, N29328, shows off
its colors on the flightline.
14.Fleet 2, N1499T, taxis along the flightline.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
As 2007 draws to a close the AAHS sees 2008 as
another challenging year. We are particularly blessed with a
great staff, and are assured of an on-schedule publication
rate for 2008.
The U.S. Postal Service again added to our continuing
problem of rates. As you are no doubt aware the postal rates
for domestic mail has gone up (and will probably continue
to do so in the future), and the international rates have literally skyrocketed. All mail to Europe and other areas of the
world are now based on an air mail rate structure. The
impact of this is that we have no alternative but to raise our
membership rates. Fortunately, the Newsletter is now available online, thanks to our hard working webmaster Hayden
Hamilton. We encourage all members to take advantage of
this service (see separate article in this Newsletter concerning 2008 Newsletters, page 11).
We always appreciate your comments and hope they
will continue. For those in the Southern California area we
invite you to our offices on Wednesdays. And, we always
appreciate any assistance.
The photo library continues to be catalogued. We are
investigating grant money to assist in this project. The
master plan is to first get a complete inventory (catalog) of
the material in hand, so that we can better assist members
and researchers looking for specific images. The second,
driven home by the recent southern California fires, is to
produce a complete digital library of these images. This will

EMAIL ADDRESS CHANGE
Effective Immediately, the Society’s
email address is now:

allow not only increased accessibility to the collection, but
provide a way to assure preservation in the unfortunate
event of a disaster that could destroy the collection. Your
cooperation, contributions and support of this project are
greatly appreciated.
As you plan for the holiday season, remember that an
AAHS gift membership and/or an AAHS 2008 calendar
makes a wonderful gift that lasts the year around - and it
helps your Society, too.
Have a wonderful Holiday season. We look forward to
your continued support in 2008.

Bob Brockmeier, President

McDonnell F-4J Phantom II, BuNo 155792. (From the
AAHS photo archives, Negative No. 7074)
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Hayden Hamilton
The AAHS Newsletter is a quarterly publication of the
American Aviation Historical Society and is a supplement
publication to the AAHS Journal. The Newsletter, which
is published mid-span to the AAHS Journal schedule, is
principally a communication vehicle for the membership.
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2333 Otis Street
Santa Ana, CA 92704-3864, USA

Phone: (714) 549-4818 (Wednesday only)
Web site: http://www.aahs-online.org
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2007 Lockheed / Waco Chino Fly-in

Ruth Richter Holden’s Lockheed 12A “The Spirit of TWA,” NC18137, s/n 1229, was one of the three Lockheed 12s
that attended the fly-in. (All photos by Hayden Hamilton)

In conjunction with the Western Waco Association and
Pioneer Airport hangar development at Cal Aero Airport in
Chino, Calif., a Lockheed 12 and Waco fly-in was held
October 18-21.
Activities included BBQs, wine tastings, lots of hangar
flying and a catered dinner.with entertainment provided .
Author and speaker Brian Terwilliger, producer of One Six
Right, a documentary film on “the local airport” by tracing
the life, history and struggles of Southern California’s Van
Nuys Airport. It is an excellent film that all can enjoy and
appreciate.
The AAHS was present with an information table and
enjoyed visiting with a number of our local members as well
as recruiting a number of new members.
Of the expected six or seven Lockheed 12s only three
were able to make the fly-in. But, they were three
beautifully restored and maintained examples of this
aircraft. One would be hard pressed to go anywhere today
and see three L-12s lined up on the ramp. Seven Wacos
made an appearance, including one from the east coast.
Several other antiques, including a Stearman C3-R, a
1936 Rose Parakeet, and a Beech Staggerwing also
attended the fly-in.

This Waco UPF-7, N29328, gets around pretty well. It
attended the 1941 HAG fly-in (page 3, #13) in July and
made it to the fly-in at Chino this October.

A Waco YMF, N369BP, taxis in after a visit to nearby
Flabob Airport. It was the only Waco aircraft attending
that was sporting a wooden propeller.

Wacos can be pretty inside as well, as seen here in this
award winning 1932 QDC, NC12348, s/n 3579. Note the
throw-over control wheel, wood inlay dash, auto-style
side window cranks and toe brakes on the pilots rudder
pedals - all very innovative for the early 1930s.
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Lockheed / Waco Fly-in (cont.)

Bill Allen’s beautiful 1930 Stearman C3-R, NC794H,
s/n 5036.

Lockheed
12As,
N938 (above) and
NC18906, (right)
s/n 1277, also
graced the flightline
at the Lockheed /
Waco Fly-in at
Chino.

Changes in Annual
Membership Dues
Every year, the AAHS board reviews the operating cost
associated with running the Society, the primary expense
being the publication and distribution of the AAHS Journal
and AAHS Newsletter. Over the past several years, the
Society has been able to maintain and even lower the annual dues.
After carefully reviewing the current expenses
associated with these publications, the board found it
necessary to make a small upward adjustment to the
membership dues. The primary factor behind this increase
was the increase in mailing cost associated with the
publications. Members in the U.S. will see only a slight
increase, while International membership will see a
somewhat larger increase. The latter was driven by a
radical increase in postal rates – or, more accurately, the
elimination of International surface mail rates. Everything
goes airmail as of May 2007.
While the
airmail rate was three times the old surface mail rate, the
AAHS found alternatives through the distribution
organization we use to keep the overall distribution rate
increase below a two times factor. Regrettably, though, we
must still pass these increased costs on to members.
The U.S. annual membership increases by 50 cents to
$39.50, Canadian and Mexico membership rates
increases by $2.00 to $46.00 annually, and all other
International rates increase to $59.00 annually. Because of
a number of uncertainties associated with interest rates and
future anticipated mailing rate increases – the U.S. Postal
Service has indicated they expect to seek additional rate
increases in 2009 - the board has prudently decided to no
longer offer a five-year membership rate.The complete new
membership rates can be found on the membership application form on page 10.

Donations
The following members have made generous donations
to the AAHS. These donations go into the general fund to
help pay the costs of producing the Journal and Newsletter.
All monies are used to support this activity. No salaries are
paid to any board member even though many hours are
spent by these individuals in promoting and maintaining the
Society.
Our appreciation and thanks go out to these individuals
and to any one else whom we may have inadvertently overlooked.

1936 Rose Aircraft Parakeet A-1, NC14881, c/n 105, with
Waco UPF-7, NC29962, c/n 5459, in line behind.
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Howard Naslund
Chris Helgrud
Robert F. Semler
Donald M. Lewis
Sidney H. Bradd
Charles Cussalli
Harold D. Andrews, Jr.
Joseph Kovel
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Book Reviews
Curtiss Fighter Aircraft; A
Photographic History, 19171948, by Francis H. Dean and
Dan Hagedorn. Published by
Schiffer Publishing Ltd., 4880
Lower Valley Road, Atglen, PA
19310.
ISBN: 978-0-76432580-9, Hardbound, 384 pages,
available from the publisher,
$69.95 + $3.95 postage.
It is the opinion of the
reviewer that this book will
become the standard reference
directory for Curtiss fighter aircraft. The evolution of
Curtiss fighters from 1917 through the final experiments
and decline of the company after WWII are included. Many
of the outstanding photographs are being published for the
first time. There is no Index, but Appendices 1 through 5 is
a wonderful source of information on Curtiss and CurtissWright aircraft. Appendix 1 titled Curtiss-Wright Airplane
Model Designations is not limited to fighters, it is probably
the most complete and accurate listing of all Curtiss and
Curtiss-Wright produced aircraft up to this time. If you want
to know about Curtiss-Wright’s exported fighter aircraft,
U.S. Army and U.S. Navy fighters, Curtiss experiments and
failures and a lot of aviation history, buy this book.
Al Hansen

LeMay, by Barrett Tillman.
Published by Palgrave/Macmillan,
2007 (part of the “Great Generals
Series”), ISBN: 1403971358,
ISBN-13:
9781403971357,
Hardcover, 224pp.
Like many AAHS members, I
have long looked forward to reading Barrett Tillman’s works
because of both his diligent
research and his careful insights.
Thus, I looked forward to reading
his recent book LeMay which is
part of the “Great Generals Series” as distinct from his more
frequent participation in the USNI Press program.
Unfortunately, this book is not among his best efforts. It suffers from two faults: less research than is Tillman’s norm
when publishing in the USNI programs, and the overly generous use of superlatives.
In the early chapters of LeMay, Tillman describes
LeMay’s early career. The text left this reader with the
impression that the Air Corps of the 1930s had only one
competent pilot and one competent navigator, both being
LeMay. Other flyers are mentioned, but not given their

proper share of the credit for this dynamic era in airpower
development, described by numerous other authors in our
Journal pages. Tillman then examines LeMay’s service as
an 8th Air Force group commander. In this area it would be
almost impossible for Tillman to overuse superlatives.
LeMay was arguably the finest group commander the 8th
Air Force ever had. He was a superb and innovative tactician, a commander who raised his unit’s morale, and a man
dedicated to lowering loss rates among his combat crews.
Tillman gives proper credit to LeMay on each of these
points.
Tillman’s next subject is LeMay’s assignment to the
20th Air Force in the Marianas. Here Tillman is ensnared by
the same trap as numerous other historians. Tillman credits
LeMay with the decision to use incendiary weapons against
Japan’s cities. Please think for a moment. About a year earlier, the United States conducted an extensive (and expensive) series of tests against wooden structures built in the
Japanese manner in order to optimize incendiary bombs
against such targets. After that, extensive facilities were
devoted to producing these weapons, and finally great logistic effort was expended moving them to the Marianas.
Admittedly, the number provided was inadequate, as shown
by LeMay running out of these weapons only part way
through his incendiary campaign. However, the decision to
use incendiaries against Japanese cities had been taken well
above LeMay’s position in the chain of command. Where
LeMay must be credited is with his brilliant analysis of
Japanese air defenses which led to his innovative tactics for
the use of these weapons. Tillman does credit these points to
LeMay, but (like so many other writers on this issue) he
overstates the issue of the decision to use incendiaries at all.
Tillman next covers LeMay’s post-war duties culminating in his long tenure in command of the Strategic Air
Command (SAC). Here again, Tillman’s respect for LeMay
leads to overly generous use of superlatives. Lastly, Tillman
covers LeMay’s service as Vice-Chief and later Chief of
Staff of the USAF. In this reviewer’s opinion, LeMay did
not distinguish himself in either of these positions, so
superlatives here bothered me.
There are two important insights Tillman provides
which are in keeping with his reputation for good analysis
well expressed. The first involves the Linebacker II fiasco.
During the Vietnam War, senior SAC commanders ordered
the B-52 crews to all turn at the same point in the sky when
approaching their IP. This foolish order provided the North
Vietnamese with a predefined and convenient aim point for
their air defense, and cost many B-52 crew members captivity or worse. Although LeMay had long ago departed SAC
by that time, many writers have argued that LeMay left
behind a “SAC Mindset” which created this incident.
Tillman cogently argues that LeMay’s entire record of minimizing air crew loss rates makes such a charge ridiculous
and unfair. His arguments as well as his analysis are convincing.
Tillman’s other analytical point addresses LeMay’s
reputation for being totally humorless. While many writers
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have noted that LeMay was a victim of Bell’s Palsy,
Tillman’s discussion of LeMay’s inability to even smile at
humor convinced me that this charge against LeMay’s reputation is groundless. What should be added is that I had
Bell’s Palsy and though I recovered, I never adequately
thought through this subject until Tillman discussed it
cogently.
In summary, when the reader finishes this book, he
is likely to conclude that one day LeMay did smile, and in
so doing created God.
H. Larry Elman

U.S. Air Force Aviation, A Military Photo Logbook,
Volume 1.
Compiled
by Dennis
R. Jenkins,
Specialty
P r e s s ,
3 9 9 6 6
G r a n d
Avenue, North Branch, MN 55056, 1-800-895-4585,
www.specialtypress.com. $19.95 plus $4.95 shipping and
handling. ISBN 978-1-58077-113-0, Softbound 9 x 9 inch,
120 pages, 346 color photos.

U.S. Naval Aviation, A Military Photo Logbook, Volume 1.
Compiled by Dennis R. Jenkins, Specialty Press, 39966
Grand Avenue, North Branch, MN 55056, 1-800-895-4585,
www.specialtypress.com. $19.95 plus $4.95 shipping and
handling. ISBN 978-1-58077-114-7, Softbound 9 x 9 inch,
120 pages, 350 color photos.
These beautifully printed books are the first in a
planned series. They both follow the same basic format
similar to a photo scrapbook. Detailed captioned photographs are arranged chronologically covering service operations for the period of the 2006 calendar year. The books
strike a nice balance of aircraft operations and maintenance.
Photos are by military photographers with unparalleled
access to facilities and aircraft worldwide. The books document all aspects of operations in peace and war with photos taken in the air, aboard ship, and at bases worldwide.
The Naval aviation volume covers the U.S. Navy, U.S.
Marine Corps and Coast Guard aircraft. Both books cover
most current aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles operated
by each service. Each photo includes the date taken, a
description of the event and the name and rank of the photographer.
Both of these books, while of general interest in themselves, can serve as excellent references to modelers and
aviation researchers alike. The fine detail of the images provides insight into configurations, paint schemes, markings
and operational use.
Hayden Hamilton

AAHS Print Service
The AAHS Print Service allows members to obtain photographs from the
AAHS collection to support individual
research projects and to expand
personal collections. Images are
made from negatives, slides or scans
of high quality prints contained in the
AAHS collection. Use the on-line database found in the “members only”
area for the most current catalog of
available images.
1.
2.
3.

4.

Pricing: Black & White or Color
5” x 7”
8” x 10”
Digital Images

CD Base Price
each digital image

Domestic Shipping & Handling (per order)
International Shipping & Handling (per order)

Ordering Guidelines

Order images in numerical order.
For every requested image, please provide a
1st and 2nd alternative image.
The AAHS Print Service is restricted to members only. Please provide name, address,
city where your Journals and Newsletters are
shipped to.
Prints are available in two sizes only. Price
includes both black-and-white and color
images.

5.

6.

7.

Digital images will be scanned at a resolution to provide photographic quality 8”x10”
images (roughly 3300x2800 pixels) in JPEG
format with highest quality setting.
Orders will be processed the 1st and 15th of
each month and mailed via first class
postage.
Credit to the AAHS and the photographer
or donor of the photo must be expressed if
the image is used in publication.

Each order must be accompanied by a check, money order, VISA
or MasterCard information (your name as it appears on the card,
credit card number, expiration date, and billing address). Send
orders to:
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$4.00
$6.00
$2.95
$1.00
$2.50
$5.00

AAHS Print Service
2333 Otis Street
Santa Ana, CA 92704-3846
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Photo Archives Report
A number of things have happened during the past
quarter in the Robert L. Hufford Photo Archives. First, as
you are probably wondering, is the formal
designation of the AAHS photo archives in honor of the
contributions made by Robert Hufford, who donated his
sizeable personal photo collection to the AAHS. Mr.
Hufford worked for Eastman Kodak in a capacity that
allowed him to frequently travel around the U.S. and
afforded him the opportunity of documenting his passion
for aircraft for more than 40 years. The photo archives
team is making progress cataloging his collection of
mostly civil airliners.
Thanks to the hard work of Kase Dekker, Paul
Minert, Chuck Stewart and Paul Butler, the on-line
catalog database has been increased by 2,000 records
during this past quarter. There are now over 18,700
entries in this database. In addition, another 700 scanned
images have been added to the Web site, bringing the
total to just under 1,000. These online images provide
previewing capabilities when searching the database.
The last enhancement has been the development of a
print catalog of the roughly 3,000 Hufford photos that
have been cataloged. This print version is available for
download (a PDF file you can print) for free. For those
members lacking this capacity, a printed version can be
ordered for $4.95, including shipping and handling. This
catalog provides two different listing forms. One lists the
photos by aircraft manufacturer and type. The other list
is organized by aircraft operator (i.e., airline, company, or
military organization).

NEW MEMBER DRIVE
The AAHS is entering its sixth
decade of operation and continues
to face the challenge of sustaining its
membership.
As current members, YOU can
contribute to the success of helping
grow the organization.
Did you know that more than 50
percent of all new members learned
about the AAHS from a friend?
Do you have friends that are interested in aviation history?
Pass them a copy of the New
Membership Application on the next
page and encourage them to join!
If each member encourages a single individual to join the Society, we
would double our membership.
Then we will be able to reduce membership rates - tangible “payback” for
your efforts to help expand the
Society’s membership.
Make it a commitment to recruit
one new AAHS member this year!

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
RECRUIT A FRIEND
Grumman F6F-5N Hellcat. (From the AAHS photo
archives, Neg. No. 2318)
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THE YANKEE FLYER
Features 14 vintage photos and highlights
important dates and events each month focusing
exclusively on Massachusetts aviation heritage
Exp. Date

ZIP

2333 Otis Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704

Produced by the Massachusetts Aviation Historical Society

MAKES A GREAT GIFT FOR FAMILY, FRIENDS,
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES & CUSTOMERS!

FREE calendar if you join MAHS today!
MEMBERSHIP IS JUST $25.00 /YEAR & INCLUDES
MONTHLY MEETING PLUS QUARTERLY NEWSLETTERS!
Send check or money order to:

M.A.H.S. P.O. Box 457 Wakefield, MA 01880-0957

Signature

Account #

 VISA  MasterCard
Office Use

Date Rec’d.

AAHS Member/Chapter Sponsor (Optional)

A D V E RT I S E
in the
AAHS NEWSLETTER
PAGE SIZE

SINGLE ISSUE

Full Page
Half Page

$440.
$220.
7-1/2" x 4-1/2" MAX.
3-1/2" x 9-1/2" MAX.
$110.
3-1/2" x 4-1/2" MAX.
$ 55.

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

FOUR ISSUES
$1500.
$ 760.

$ 380.
$190.

The AAHS office is open on Wednesday (p.m. only).
Voice: 1-714-549-4818 (Wednesday p.m. only, Pacific
Coast time)
Email: editor@aahs-online.org
Member No.

Enclosed is my check/money order for $____________ (U.S. Funds)

Make check or money order payable to AAHS in U.S. Dollars

Charge to

INTERESTS

CITY

STREET

STATE/COUNTRY

 $78
 $91
 $117

2 Years
1 Year

 $39.50
 $46
 $59
United States
Canada & Mexico
Other Countries

 RENEWAL

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

AMERICAN AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY
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Please enroll me as a member of the AAHS. Enclosed is my check (money
order or bank draft) for dues as checked below. I understand that I will receive
all issues of the Journal published to date during this calendar year (regardless
of the date of joining), plus those issues of the Newsletter published after the
date of joining. I also understand that renewal is due at the end of the calendar
year in which membership will expire.
(Valid through 2007)

NAME

MasterCard Bank #

Only $9.00, postage and sales tax included.
$8.00 each for orders of 10 or more.

Note: Ads not “Camera Ready” will not be accepted.
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AAHS Newsletter Publication
Status Update
In the last AAHS Newsletter (#160), the concept of slowly moving this
publication to an electronic only format was presented. While this would provide
the Society with obvious cost savings, a number of members responded that they
had no, or limited and unreliable, access to the Internet. It is not the intention or
plan of the AAHS to diminish the benefits to any group of
members, no matter how small this group may be, simply for the sake of saving
a “buck.”
The AAHS board of directors revisited this issue in a special session in
September. The decision made was to continue to provide printed versions of the
AAHS Newsletter. By the beginning of 2008, the webmaster will install an
application on the AAHS Web site that will allow those members who would
prefer to receive the Newsletter in electronic format to sign up for email notification of each new posting of the Newsletter to the Web site. Using this system, the
AAHS management will monitor the number of members opting for the e-version
of the Newsletter and reduce accordingly the number of Newsletters printed. It
will be the editor’s responsibility to research and determine the most cost effective printing methods and sources as these quantities change.
The result may be (as yet not determined) that the physical packaging of the
printed version of the Newsletter may have to change based on quantities required
to service the membership. This aspect will be governed by the most cost
effective printing methods available for the quantities required. Our goal is to
maintain the highest quality possible (no photocopy versions for example), at the
most reasonable price available.
So rest assured, those members desiring/requiring for whatever reason a
printed version of the AAHS Newsletter will be able to get one, even if this group
consists of a single individual.

Two Aviation Publications Cease
Operations
The aviation community will sadly miss Wings and Airpower magazines,
and Air Enthusiast magazine; publications that focused on aviation history. Both
have succumbed to market pressures created, in part, by the World Wide Web
(Internet).
Air Enthusiast, a Key Publishing, Ltd. Publication, distributed its final issue
(September/October) toward the end of August. Other than the notice of the final
issue, no information has been obtained.
Wings and Airpower, published by AAHS member Mike Machat, has also
ceased printed publications after 30 years and 360 issues. They are moving
forward with converting past issues to electronic format and making them
available on DVDs. So if you are looking to fill holes in your personal
collection, there is still an opportunity to do so. The plan is to eventually offer
versions of all the issues. Currently, years 1999 through 2006 are available,
though pricey, from www.AirWingMedia.com.
We will all miss these fine publications.
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New Members
Michael Schratt
MBR 19346
215 Lake Shore Drive
Crystal Lake, IL 60014-5207
Interests: USAF / General Aviation / ExperimentalResearch

Dr. Ronald A. Javitch
MBR 19356
PO Box 67 – Station H
Montreal, Quebec H3G 2K5
Canada
Interests: General Aviation / Experimental - Research

Bradley Clay
MBR 19347
801 Regency Drive
Johnson City, TN 37604-3070
Interests: Golden Age / Jet Age / Commercial / General
Aviation

Barry Numerick
713 Lindwood Drive
Greensburg, PA 15601-7712

MBR 19357

Everet Rogers
134 Dove Lane
Bandera, TX 78003-4182
Interests: USAF / WWI

MBR 19358

Raymond B. Sherwood
1821 Cold Springs
Placerville, CA 95667-3001
Interests: Aviation

MBR 19348

Carl Josef Kaeser
MBR 19349
Breslauer Str 9
Coburg D9645-0
Germany
Interests: Commercial / Commercial Aircraft 1930s-1960s /
Military 1950s-1960s / Experimental-Research
Frederick A. Johnsen
PO Box 2147
Tehachapi, CA 93581-2147

MBR 19350

Alan Patrick Carr
5 Rosylyn Gardens Gidea Park
Romford RM2 - 5RH
Essex, United Kingdom
Interests: Navy / Marines

MBR 19351

Barry Bauer
MBR 19352
3611 Affirmed Way
Carmichael, CA 95608-3001
Interests: Curator, Aerospace Museum of California at
McClellan, Calif.
Paul M. Fisher
5290 Buckboard Lane
Paradise, CA 95969-6379
Interests: Too many
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Christopher S. Trobridge
MBR 19360
6310 7th Street, Unit 1
Lubbock, TX 79416-4061
Interests: WWII / Jet Age / Commercial / ExperimentalResearch
Rod Edddington
C/O - J P Morgan
Melbourne
Australia

MBR 19361

Rick Mantei
209 Oak Brook Drive
Columbia, SC 29223-8136
Interests: WWII / Golden Age

MBR 19362

Paul Kirsipuu
130 Gardner Road
Voluntown, CT 06384-1007
Interests: WWI / Experimental-Research

MBR 19363

MBR 19353

Pat Gilmore
MBR 19354
1227 South 1300 East
Bountiful, UT 84010-1546
Interests: WWI & WWII / Korean War / Aviation history
Donald Hoppe
1013 Rashford Drive
Placentia, CA 92870-4100
Interests: Golden Age

Richard Smith
MBR 19359
8535 Torbett Way
Riverside, CA 92504-2940
Interests: Lockheed C-141 / Early 1950s aircraft

MBR 19355

Lance Andersen
MBR 19364
PO Box 14.2523
Anchorage, AK 99514
Interests: WWII / Golden Age / Air Racing (past &
present) men & planes / Flight simulators (active)
Thomas G. Hilt
MBR 19365
1336 E. Capitol Street, NE
Washington, DC 20003-1533
Interests: Navy / Early Naval Aviation / Early Aviation/
WWI and earlier
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NEW MEMBERS (cont.)

Wants & Disposals

Marshall Addullum
629 Norvin Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-3027
Interests: C-47s, B-29s, B-17s

MBR 19366

Robin L. Gilmour
196 Scott Street, Unit 418
St. Catharines, Ontario L2N 5T2
Canada
Interests: WWII / Jet Age

MBR 19367

M. Scott Graham
420 Lilac Drive
Kennett Square, PA 19348-1788
Interests: WWII

DISPOSAL: Jane’s Airships/Aircraft of the World –
118 issues from 1909 to 1996, missing 1921, 1924-1926,
1928, and 1934. For condition and prices, send SASE to:

MBR 19368

WANTED: Any of the following books by Paul M.
Andrews:
Heavy Bombers of the Mighty Eighth
Project Bits and Pieces
Eighth Air Force Fighter Group Losses

The Northern Ohio Museum of Aviation
MBR 19369
C/O Karl Engelskirger
320 Deepwood Drive
Wadsworth, OH 44281-9448
Interests: Golden Age / General Aviation / Own & restoring Benny Howard’s DGA-4 & “IKE” racers /
Restoring a Waco UPF-7 back to 1940 CAA Scheme
Frank Mitchell
412 Glencastle Drive NW
Atlanta, GA 30327-4828
Interests: WWII / Jet Age

John Russell
454 Jacqueline Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
Phone: (707) 454-1940

MBR 19370

Bob Jesko
5514 South Albany
Chicago, IL 60629
DISPOSAL: Thirty-six years of Air Classics magazine
beginning with Vol.1, Issue 1 (1963-1999). Will sell only as
a collection totaling 312 magazines; $600 plus shipping.
Twenty-seven years of Airpower magazine beginning with
Vol. 1, Issue 1 (1971-1998). Will sell only as a collection
totaling 74 magazines; $140 plus shipping. Twenty-five
years of Wings magazine beginning with Vol. 1, Issue 1
(1971-1996). Will sell only as a collection of 76 magazines;
$140 plus shipping.
William Martin
2808 Greenway Road
Ashland, KY 41102-6122
Phone (606) 325-4510

The 60-year-old Martin JRM-2 Mars “Hawaii Mars,” C-FLYL, continues to provide a valuable service as a “fire
bomber.” Normally operating out of Vancouver, BC, Canada, this aircraft was recently sent to help fight the
southern California fires. It is shown here taking off from Lake Elsinore, Calif., by AAHS member Chuck Stewart.
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Folded Wings
Paul MacCready, 81, aviation enthusiast and inventor
passed away August 28. Best known for designing and
building the Gossamer Condor (first successful human
powered flying machine, 1977), the Gossamer
Albatross (first human powered plane to fly the
English Channel, 1979), and the Solar Challenger
(first plane powered entirely by the sun, 1981), he was
responsible, also, for the design of the Sunraycer, an
electric powered car that won a 2,000 mile transAustralia race. He triggered a whole new concept in
tactical reconnaissance with a six-inch wingspan drone
design with a video camera mounted in it. Unique
about this design is that it was built with off-the-shelf
Radio Shack components costing less than a few $100
(the video camera was the most expensive single component).
Always the inventor and tinkerer,
MacCready’s inventions, both practical and impractical, pushed the technology envelope, and stimulated
others to apply their talents to various engineering
challenges.

Brigadier Gen David Lee “Tex” Hill, ANG (ret), 92,
passed away October 11. A member of the American
Volunteer Group (AVG) “Flying Tigers,” Hill
distinguished himself as one of its leading aces. He
was one of the few pilots that stayed with Gen. Claire
Chennault when the AVG was absorbed into the
USAAF to become the 23rd Fighter Group. Credited
with 18.25 victories, Hill’s decorations include the
Distinguished Service Cross was well as more than a
dozen awards from the U.S., British and Chinese
governments.

William D. Feeny, 77, passed away September 14.
Noted aviation writer and illustrator best known for his
In Their Honor book and magazine series, was a member of AAHS since 1957 and an occasional contributor
of articles and illustrations to the Journal. He was fascinated by airplanes even before he started school.
Sunday drives with his parents usually included old
Roosevelt and Mitchel Fields on Long Island. He built
airplane models and read everything he could get his
hands on about aviation. Too young to join the Air
Corps and become a pilot during WWII, he wondered:
what if he started pilot training only to discover that he
really didn’t like flying? He found out on September
21, 1947, when, at the age of 17, he got his first flight
in a J-3 Cub at a grass airport in Keyport, N.J. From
then on, he was hooked.
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After his graduation from Adelphi College,
Garden City, N.Y., Bill’s NYANG unit was activated
for the Korean War. He was assigned to USAF Flight
Safety Research at Norton AFB, Calif., as an artist and
received a commendation for artwork done to teach
MDAP pilots how to fly the F-84 Thunderjet. He also
worked on illustrations of in-flight refueling equipment. Although eligible for pilot school, he discovered
that he hated military life and did not apply for pilot
training. He finally learned to fly on the GI Bill after
his discharge.
As a student pilot returning from his required long
(100 mi.) cross-country flight in deteriorating weather,
Bill almost had a mid-air collision with another aircraft
on final. He wrote about the experience and illustrated
it. Flying magazine ran it as one of its “I learned About
Flying From That!” series and editor Alex Dawydoff
asked for more illustrations. It was the beginning of a
career as an aviation writer/illustrator. Bill’s subsequent articles and illustrations were about aviation history and/or his own personal experiences, and
appeared in Flying, American Airman, Air Progress,
Private Pilot, Plane & Pilot, American Aircraft
Modeler, Airpower Historian, AAHS Journal and
Random House books. His “In Their Honor” series ran
for 10 years in Model Airplane News and was published in book form, which was selected as recommended reading by the Civil Air Patrol Cadet program
for leadership.
In the acknowledgments section of his book, Bill
wrote, in part: “Details of the ‘Round-the-Rim’ flight
came from Merle Olmsted, American Aviation
Historical Society. His willingness to help a fellow aviation historian is characteristic of AAHS
members.”
Bill gave up professional writing in 1969 to
become a commercial art teacher at Madison Area
Technical College, Madison, Wis. It was a decision he
never regretted. He was named Distinguished Teacher
of the Year in 1990 and retired in 1992,
continuing to write occasional articles.
Bill continued flying as a member of the
University of Wisconsin Flying Club and served on its
Board of Directors for seven years. He won
trophies for his flying skill at air shows in Connecticut
and Wisconsin, but quit flying as pilot-in-command in
1999.
Col. Jack A. Sims, USAF (ret.), 88, - One of the
“Doolittle Raiders” that launched the first U.S. attack
on Japan in WWII died June 9 in Naples, Fla.
Four months after the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii, Lt. Col. James H. Doolittle’s
(Continued on page 15)
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Folded Wings (continued from page 14)

MOVING???
Make sure you send the AAHS office a change of address
so you will not miss any issues of your Journals or
Newsletters.

second in command, Maj. John Hilger, picked Sims
as his copilot for the famous raid on the Japanese
homeland. Sims, then a second lieutenant, was one
of the 80 volunteers for the mission in which
16 B-25 bombers launched from the deck of the USS
Hornet. Thirteen “Doolittle Raiders” survive.
Jackson Ramssey McGowen, 89, passed away
August 21. During his professional career, he rose to
become the president of the aircraft division of
Douglas Aircraft Company and later McDonnell
Douglas. After graduating from Indiana Technical
College in 1939, he took a job as an engineer with
the Civil Aviation Administration at Douglas
Aircraft. He later became Chief Project Engineer for
the DC-6 and DC-7 series and later director of the
DC-7 program. He was named coordinator of the
DC-8 program in 1959. From there he moved to primary program manager for the development and sale
of the DC-10. At the time of his retirement, he had
sold more commercial aircraft than any other person
in his field. After retiring from McDonnell Douglas,
he became one of the founders of Cammacorp, a
company that re-engined DC-8s, enhancing their
fuel efficiencies and range.

A History of the Raceplanes from 1928 - 1939
-

1071 Pages
158 Scale Drawings
Over 1200 Photos
Color Photos
Color Artwork
Hardbound
Two Volumes, Jacketed

Price: $75 + $10 Inland Shipping
Mail Check to:
Robert Hirsch
8439 Dale Street
Buena Park, CA 90620
or Search Ebay on Book Title

Gen. Marvin L. McNickle, USAF (ret.), 93. Gen.
McNickle spent 36 years in the military with his final
assignment being commander of the 13th Air Force
headquartered at the former Clark Air Base in the
Philippines. He spent six years following his
retirement with NASA as special assistant to the
associate administrator for manned space flight.
Following graduation from college in 1936, he
entered the Army Air Corps, receiving his pilot’s
wings in October 1937. During WWII he was a
squadron commander in the 405th FG in Europe,
flying Spitfires in England, North Africa, Sicily and
Corsica. After the war he continued on with the new
USAF, eventually rising to the rank of lieutenant
general in 1966.
His military decorations include the
Distinguished Flying Cross, Legion of Merit,
Distinguished Service Medal, and Air Medal. He
also received the NASA Distinguished Service
Medal in 1978.
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AAHS 2008 Calendar
Place your order today to reserve your copy of the AAHS 2008
Calendar.
These 13 month (Jan-Jan)
calendars
feature 14 of the best-of-the-best color images from the
AAHS Calendar Photo Contest. Order NOW to guarantee a
late November delivery position. Calendar availability will be
limited So get your order in ASAP!

$14.95 plus $2.50 S&H for U.S. orders
$14.95 plus $5.00 S&H for all others
Send Check, Money Order or Visa/MasterCard information directly to the AAHS Headquarters, or order online at the AAHS Web site
by clicking the calendar button on the home page.
Pre-ordered calendars will be printed in late October and shipped in November. Please allow two weeks for delivery before inquiring about your order.

AAHS Coffee Cup
Get Yours NOW!
Promote the AAHS while
enjoying a cup of your
favorite brew. These
10 oz. cups have the
AAHS logo on opposite
sides.

AAHS Journal
Back Issues
Looking for back issues of the AAHS
Journal? You can now order them online from APT Collectibles. Just point
your browser to:
http://www.aptcollectibles.com/planes.htm
and select “American Aviation Historical Society Journals.”

JUST

$12.95
including S&H for U.S. orders*

Send Check, Money Order or Visa/MasterCard
information directly to the AAHS Headquarters, or
order online at the AAHS Web site by clicking the
coffee cup image on the home page.
* California residents; please add 7.75 percent
($1.00) state sales tax.
AMERICAN AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY
2333 Otis Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-3846 (714) 549-4818

Ordering is safe and secure through PayPal’s credit card processing and your order will generally be shipped within a couple of days.
Aren’t Internet connected? Don’t trust on-line ordering?
Then simply drop a postcard requesting AAHS Journal Back
Issue Ordering information to:
APT Collectibles
P.O. Box 788
Bonsall, CA 92003
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